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Abstract—High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) improves the
compression efficiency at the cost of high computational complex-
ity by using the quad-tree coding unit (CU) structure and variable
prediction unit (PU) modes. To minimize the HEVC encoding
complexity while maintaining its compression efficiency, a binary
and multi-class support vector machine (SVM)-based fast HEVC
encoding algorithm is presented in this paper. First, the processes
of recursive CU decision and PU selection in HEVC are modeled
as hierarchical binary classification and multi-class classification
structures. Second, according to the two classification structures,
the CU decision and PU selection are optimized by binary and
multi-class SVM, i.e., the CU and PU can be predicted directly
via classifiers without intensive rate distortion (RD) cost calcu-
lation. In particular, to achieve better prediction performance,
a learning method is proposed to combine the off-line machine
learning (ML) mode and on-line ML mode for classifiers based on
a multiple reviewers system. Additionally, the optimal parameters
determination scheme is adopted for flexible complexity alloca-
tion under a given RD constraint. Experimental results show that
the proposed method can achieve 68.3%, 67.3%, and 65.6% time
saving on average while the values of Bjøntegaard delta peak
signal-to-noise ratio are −0.093 dB, −0.091 dB, and −0.094 dB
and the values of Bjøntegaard delta bit rate are 4.191%, 3.842%,
and 3.665% under low delay P main, low delay main, and ran-
dom access configurations, respectively, when compared with the
HEVC test model version HM 16.5. Meanwhile, the proposed
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method outperforms the state-of-the-art fast coding algorithms
in terms of complexity reduction and RD performance.

Index Terms—High efficiency video coding (HEVC), coding
unit (CU), prediction unit (PU), support vector machine (SVM),
multiple reviewers system, multi-class learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE last few decades, science and technology have
been pushing the development of video technique because

of increasing industrial applications and demand from citi-
zens. High quality, high resolution and highly smooth video
programs with low bit rates are required in a majority of
fields. As a result, video compression becomes an essential
research topic. From MPEG-2, H.264/Advanced Video Coding
(AVC) [1] to the latest video compression standard, i.e., High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [2], much compression effi-
ciency has been achieved. Equipped with sophisticated coding
tools and quad-tree structure [3], HEVC doubles the com-
pression efficiency as compared with the last generational
standard, i.e., H.264/AVC. However, in order to reach this
compression efficiency, all the Coding Units (CUs), Prediction
Units (PUs) and Transform Units (TUs) under the quad-tree
structure shall be checked in HEVC, which has high compu-
tational complexity. The high computational complexity leads
to huge power consumption for mobile devices and limits their
real-time applications.

To effectively lower the computational complexity,
worldwide experts began to put their efforts on the fast
algorithms for HEVC. Generally, the existing works can be
divided into two categories: (1) statistic based; (2) Machine
Learning (ML) based. The first category of fast algorithm
is to early terminate or skip the unnecessary modes based
on the statistical information. An early SKIP mode decision
scheme was proposed by Lee et al. [4], in which the dis-
tortion characteristics after checking 2N × 2N merge mode
were utilized to determine the SKIP mode for skipping the
unnecessary modes. Zupancic et al. [5] presented a novel
approach, in which the CUs were adaptively checked in
reverse from bottom to top, and the complexity was reduced
according to the coding information from the higher CU
depths. Jung and Park [6] proposed a fast mode decision
method, where the statistical Rate Distortion (RD) cost and
bit cost were considered to speed up the HEVC encoding
with an adaptive order of modes, then the unnecessary modes
were effectively skipped. To accelerate the low-delay video
coding, a CU decision algorithm for inter-prediction was
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proposed [7], in which two CU splitting likelihood models
were introduced as classification structure and the Motion
Vector (MV) reuse mechanism was utilized to expedite
the Motion Estimation (ME) process. Choi and Jang [8]
adopted a simple and fast TU decision algorithm based on
the number of nonzero Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
coefficients, where a quad-tree could be pruned to reduce
the complexity. Shen et al. [9] determined CU depth range
of a Coding Tree Unit (CTU) using the information from
temporal-spatial domains. The rarely used CU depths were
skipped or early terminated via hard thresholds. The RD
complexity characteristics were analyzed in [10], and were
utilized to optimize mode decision and associated block par-
titions for achieving a great trade-off between the encoding
complexity and RD performance. Lee et al. [11] presented
a fast CU decision algorithm, where SKIP mode decision,
CU skip estimation and early CU termination approaches
were taken into account with the thresholds determined by
Bayes decision rule. In [12], the relationship between the
impossible modes for the current CU and the distortion
distribution of sub-CUs was explored to skip the unnecessary
modes. Xiong et al. [13] proposed a fast inter CU decision
algorithm based on the latent Sum of Absolute Differences
(SAD) estimation, in which the concepts of two-layer ME and
motion compensation RD cost were defined. Based on the
MV correlation among different PUs, a fast ME method was
proposed according to the PU types in [14]. Ahn et al. [15]
proposed a fast and efficient CU encoding scheme, in which
the encoding parameters, such as sample adaptive offset,
MV and TU size, were employed to estimate the texture
complexity and temporal complexity. Generally, the above
mentioned schemes are all based on statistical analysis, and
early terminate or skip irrelevant CUs/PUs/TUs checking, in
which the hard-thresholds are simply used and may limit its
applicability to other different sequences.

The seconded category is mode prediction using ML tools.
From ML perspective, the process of mode decision in video
coding can be modeled as a classification problem. For exam-
ple, the CU splitting/non-splitting decision in HEVC can be
regarded as a binary classification task. Many scholars began
to apply ML algorithm to solve the mode decision problem
and reduce the coding complexity. Several ML algorithms have
been utilized to predict CU, PU, or TU sizes for HEVC encod-
ing, such as Bayesian decision [16], [17], decision tree [18],
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19]–[21]. Shen et al. [16]
proposed an early termination algorithm for TU size deter-
mination, where the Bayesian decision theory was applied
to map the variance of residual coefficients to the TU size.
Kim and Park [17] proposed a CU early termination algorithm
based on the Bayesian decision rule. In [18], the decision trees
generated by data mining tools were utilized to predict the CU.
Zhang et al. [19] presented a ML-based fast CU depth decision
method, in which a three-output joint classifier and a flexible
CU depth decision structure were effectively designed. A fast
CU decision scheme [20] was presented to early terminate
the CU partition process by an online learning method based
on a Pegasos algorithm. Zhu et al. [21] proposed a ML based
H.264/AVC to HEVC transcoding algorithm, where a decision

Fig. 1. CU and PU partitions in HEVC. (a) the recursive CU partition.
(b) Full quad-tree structure of (a). (c) PU candidates (SKIP/Merge, Inter, and
Intra).

function was designed to control the prediction accuracy.
An online-learning based fast mode assigning method [22]
was proposed for scalable extension of the HEVC standard,
where a probabilistic mode was directly utilized to predict the
mode of the block in enhancement layer. Peixoto et al. [23]
built a novel transacoding architecture from H.264/AVC to
HEVC, in which the H.264/AVC coding parameter was used
to determine the outgoing HEVC CU partitions and the linear
discriminant function was also applied to map the H.264/AVC
coding parameter to the HEVC CU partitions. In general,
these schemes utilize the ML algorithms to predict CU, PU
and TU modes. However, only some weak classifiers are
adopted by these algorithms to realize the mode decision. High
misclassification ratio may lead to either RD performance
degradation or insufficient complexity reduction. Therefore,
more benefits, either less RD degradation or less complex-
ity, could be achieved when the prediction accuracy of the
classifier is further improved. Meanwhile, the mode decision
is usually modeled as a binary classification problem in the
existing works, however, selecting the best mode from sev-
eral candidates in PU level can be considered as a multi-class
classification task, which shall be further investigated.

To further lower the complexity while maintaining the
RD performance, a fast HEVC encoding approach based on
binary and multi-class learning is proposed in this paper. The
major contributions of this paper are listed as follows: (1) the
recursive CU decision is modeled as hierarchical binary clas-
sifications and the PU selection is modeled as a multi-class
classification problem that selects the best PU from multiple
candidates; (2) a SVM decision function is designed to con-
trol the RD performance and the encoding complexity; (3) a
learning scheme based on a multiple reviewers system [24] is
applied to improve the prediction accuracy, which combines
the advantages of off-line and on-line training modes; (4) the
flexible complexity is allocated to each decision level under a
given RD constraint.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the statistical analysis of the HEVC encoding
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Fig. 2. Example of the CUs and PUs with the minimum RD cost. (a) CUs and PUs with the minimum RD cost in “BasketballPass” sequence. (b) PUs with
the minimum RD cost. (c) CUs with the minimum RD cost. (d) Pruned quad-tree structure of (c).

TABLE I
UPPER BOUND OF POTENTIAL TIME SAVING (TS) RATIO UNDER

DIFFERENT QUANTIZATION PARAMETERS (QPS) [UNIT: %] (TRUE

CUS/PUS CHECKING VS ALL CANDIDATE CUS/PUS CHECKING)

complexity. The proposed learning based fast HEVC encod-
ing algorithm is presented in Section III. Section IV provides
the optimal parameters determination for flexible complexity
allocation. Experimental results and analysis are discussed in
Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. MOTIVATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In HEVC, the recursive CU decision and multiple PUs
selection are adopted, as shown in Fig. 1. The flexible
CUs can be recursively selected from 64×64 to 8×8, i.e.,
noted as Depth 0 to Depth 3. Fig. 1(a) shows the pro-
cess of recursive splitting, namely, the current CU can be
split into four sub-CUs, and then every sub-CU can also
be further split until reaches the smallest size of 8×8.
This recursive CU decision can be represented as a quad-
tree, as shown in Fig. 1(b). After checking all CU can-
didates, i.e., each node of the quad-tree, the CU or CU
combinations will be selected with the minimum RD cost.
Additionally, PU selection is implemented for each CU, in
which the PU with the minimum RD cost will be selected
from 11 mode candidates, i.e., SKIP/Merge, Inter_2N×2N,
Inter_N×2N, Inter_N×N, Asymmetric Motion Partitions
(AMP, including Inter_2N×nU, Inter_2N×nD, Inter_nL×2N,
and Inter_nR×2N), Intra_2N×2N and Intra_N×N, as shown
in Fig. 1(c). In the recursive CU decision and PU selection
process, HEVC checks dozens of mode candidates one by one

then selects the best one with the minimum RD cost, which
is extremely time-consuming [2].

Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the CUs and PUs with the
minimum RD cost in BasketballPass (416 × 240) sequence.
One CU of 64×64 is marked as red boundary, and its PU
and CU partitions with the minimum RD cost are shown in
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c). The pruned quad-tree structure of
Fig. 2(c) is also shown in Fig. 2(d). Compared with the full
candidates in Fig. 1, only several CUs and PUs are selected
ultimately. Therefore, we consider that if these CUs and PUs
with the minimum RD cost can be precisely predicted without
full RD cost calculation and comparison, the computational
complexity would be significantly reduced. Then, we conduct
statistical experiments to explore the complexity redundancy
in HEVC. The experimental procedures are as follows. Firstly,
the ground truths (the CUs and PUs with the minimum RD
cost) are recorded when encoding the video with the HEVC
test model. Secondly, the sequences are encoded again with
ground truths. Thirdly, the encoding complexity is compared
with that of the HEVC test model. Table I shows the upper
bound of potential Time Saving (TS). CU level indicates that
CUs are predicted directly instead of RD cost calculation and
comparison. PU level represents that the PUs will be predicted
directly without checking all the candidates. CU + PU means
that CU and PU levels are both activated. In Table I, it can be
found that if these CUs and PUs are precisely predicted with-
out RD cost calculation, the average upper bound of TS in each
level can reach 66.4%, 44.8% and 82.3%, respectively. There
is a great potential of complexity reduction by predicting the
CUs/PUs directly.

Thus, these CU decision and PU selection in video cod-
ing can be regarded as classification problems: (1) In the CU
level, the recursive CU decision is modeled as a three-level
hierarchical binary classification issue, i.e., whether the current
CU being further split or not will be determined by a binary
classifier directly. (2) In the PU level, selecting the best PU
from multiple candidates is modeled as a multi-class classifi-
cation issue, i.e., the best one can be predicted by a multi-class
classifier directly without full candidates checking.

III. PROPOSED LEARNING BASED FAST

HEVC ENCODING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a fast CU decision and PU selec-
tion algorithm. Firstly, the decision structure for CU and PU
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed CU decision.

will be demonstrated. Then, SVM based decision function and
its training will be presented.

A. The Proposed CU Decision

In each CU depth, we need to determine whether to split
the current CU or not. Therefore, a classifier is utilized in
each CU depth and the proposed CU decision in Depth i is
illustrated in Fig. 3, where i∈{0,1,2,3} denotes the CU depth,
and j∈{0,1,2,3} is the index of sub-CUs of the current CU.
There are three outputs: (1) uncertain output, (2) non-splitting
output, and (3) splitting output. The SKIP/Merge mode will
be checked firstly, when the depth is less than 3, the classifier
is utilized to make prediction for splitting or non-splitting. If
the prediction result is splitting, the current CU will be split
into four sub-CUs directly without checking the current PU
candidates; if the prediction result is non-splitting, then the
current PU candidates will be checked and the following CU
depths will be skipped; if the prediction result is uncertain, the
current PU candidates will be checked and the current CU will
be split into four sub-CUs, which is the same as the HEVC
test model. This process is denoted as CU level optimization.
It should be noted that the PU selection will be discussed in
Section III-B. While in the experiment, if only the CU decision
algorithm is triggered, the PU selection in Fig. 3 is identical
to the HEVC test model.

B. The Proposed PU Selection

The statistical distribution of the PUs with the minimum RD
cost at each CU depth is analyzed. Four test sequences, includ-
ing BasketballPass (416×240), BQMall (832×480), Johnny
(1280×720) and Kimono1 (1920×1080), are encoded by the
HEVC test model with Quantization Parameter (QP) as 22.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the statistical results. We can observe that
the SKIP/Merge mode occupies about 86.9%, 67.7%, 68.8%

Fig. 4. Percentage of the PUs with the minimum RD cost in the HEVC test
model.

and 61.4% for the four CU depths, respectively, which indi-
cates that most of CUs select SKIP/Merge mode as their best
PU mode. Based on the analysis in Section II, the PU selection
can be modeled as a multi-class classification task, while the
imbalanced data in Fig. 4 may lead to bad prediction accuracy.
Therefore, in order to predict the PU efficiently, SKIP/Merge
mode is checked firstly and a binary classifier is applied to
early terminate checking the PU candidates if the SKIP/Merge
mode is predicted as the best mode. This process is denoted as
PU SKIP level optimization. If the SKIP/Merge early termina-
tion is rejected, a multi-class classifier will be utilized to refine
the prediction, which is to predict the PU from the rest PU
candidates. This process is denoted as PU Multi-Class level
optimization. Here, three classes are defined for the multi-
class classification task, i.e., (1) Class #1 is Inter_2N×2N,
(2) Inter_2N×N and Inter_N×2N belong to Class #2, and (3)
Class #3 is AMP (for Depth 0, 1, and 2) or Inter_N×N (for
Depth 3).

The flowchart of the proposed PU selection is illustrated
in Fig. 5. A binary classifier is firstly used to predict early
termination or non-early termination of the PU checking pro-
cess. If the prediction result is early termination, the remaining
Inter PU candidates would be skipped; if the prediction result
is non-early termination, the multi-class classifier is activated
and only one class will be selected to check. For samples that
are difficult to be predicted as Class #1 to #3, it will go to
uncertain, where all the PU candidates will be checked.

C. SVM Based Decision Function

In this paper, SVM [25] is utilized since it has good stabil-
ity and high prediction accuracy in solving numerous realistic
classification problems. Given a training set with l samples
{(x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xi, yi), . . . , (xl, yl)}, where xi ∈ Rn is
the feature vector of the ith sample, n is the dimension of the
feature vector and ground truth yi ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , k}, k is the
number of classes (k ≥ 2), the multi-class SVM classification
issue can be described as follow [25], [26]:

min
ω,b,ξ

⎛
⎝1

2

k∑
m=1

ωT
mωm + C

l∑
i=1

∑
m�=yi

ξm
i

⎞
⎠,

s.t. ωT
yi
φ(xi) + byi ≥ ωT

mφ(xi) + bm + 2 − ξm
i ,

ξm
i ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , l,

m ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...k}, m �= yi (1)
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the proposed PU selection. (Note: Component A is the original PU checking in HEVC.)

where φ(xi) maps feature vector xi into a higher-dimensional
space, C controls the balance between margin maximiza-
tion and classification violation, (ωm, bm) represents the mth

hyperplane, and ξm
i is the slack variable of the ith sample

with respect to the mth hyperplane. This joint optimization
problem can be solved by Lagrange method, and the SVM
decision value can be transformed to a posterior probabil-
ity [26]. Suppose x is the feature vector of a test sample,
then the posterior probability of sample x belonging to the
mth class can be denoted as

pm = P(m|x), (m = 1, 2, . . . , k), (2)

The detailed procedure of the posterior probability P(m|x) cal-
culation can be found in [26]. With this posterior probability,
the decision function is:

L(x) = arg max
m

(P(m|x)), (3)

where the output L(x) is the class label, L(x) ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...k}.
In our previous work [21], we use the posterior probability

of SVM to control the accepting rate and prediction accuracy,
which can be represented by a mathematical equation as

Y(x) =
{

L(x), pL(x) > θ

0, pL(x) ≤ θ,
(4)

where Y() is the proposed decision function, θ is the prob-
ability threshold, pL(x) is the posterior probability under the
corresponding L(x). Here, this decision function can be applied
to both binary and multi-class classifications. If pL(x) is larger
than θ , L(x) is accepted, namely, the splitting or non-splitting
in CU level, one of PU candidates in PU level, will be directly
determined without full RD cost calculation. If pL(x) is smaller
than θ , L(x) will be rejected, namely, Y(x) = 0, and the full
RD cost calculation operation will be triggered. Therefore, θ

is significantly important for the trade-off between RD per-
formance and complexity reduction, and its decision will be
discussed in Section IV.

D. Feature Selection for CU Decision and PU Selection

As we know, the features are important for a classifier in
terms of prediction accuracy, since they represent the attributes
to discriminate different classes. In the fast video coding,
we have the following principles to select appropriate fea-
tures for classifiers: (1) the complexity of feature extraction
should be low to avoid overhead; (2) the dimension of feature

TABLE II
SELECTED FEATURES AND DESCRIPTIONS

vector is supposed to be as small as possible to maintain a
low computational complexity in prediction; (3) the features
should be representative in discriminating the classes. Based
on these rules, and the feature selection algorithm in our pre-
vious work [21], in this paper the features from co-located
and adjacent encoded blocks in temporal-spatial domains and
by-product information of the current block are selected. The
selected features are listed in Table II, and they are employed
in the CU, PU SKIP and PU Multi-Class levels.

The value of SAD between current block and co-located
block (in position 0 of the reference list 0) is denoted as
xSAD, which indicates motion difference in temporal domain
to some extent and highly relates to the partitions of CUs
and PUs. Four features in adjacent encoded blocks, which
represent the spatial-temporal correlations, are selected and
denoted as xDepth, xPartition, xCtxSkipFlag, and xMergeFlag, respec-
tively. CU depth is the size of CU, which changes from 64×64
to 8×8. Partition size means the selected PU from candidates.
CtxSkipFlag denotes the skipping flag of left and above blocks.
MergeFlag denotes the flag of Merge mode. These four fea-
tures are averagely calculated by the values from upper-above,
left, upper-left, and co-located (in position 0 of the reference
list 0) blocks. In addition, the current coding information after
checking SKIP/Merge mode is highly valuable. Therefore,
the corresponding by-product information are extracted and
denoted as xRDcost, xSkipFlag, xDistortion, xCBF , xBits. The values
of RD cost, distortion, and bits indicate the RD performance.
Thus they are taken into account as features. SkipFlag is the
flag of skipping in PU level. Coded Block Flag (CBF) is an
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Fig. 6. Multiple reviewers system.

Fig. 7. Proposed decision system based on classifiers.

important parameter representing coded block. Additionally,
QP, the adjusting factor between coding bits and distortion, is
introduced as a feature xQP since it will affect the partitions of
CUs and PUs. There is a higher probability of selecting CU
and PU with large size for large QP, and vice versa.

E. SVM Learning Mode and Evaluation

In the state-of-the-art ML based video coding algorithm,
off-line or on-line ML mode is individually utilized. For off-
line ML mode, there are two advantages: (1) all the frames can
be optimized; (2) the training data are sufficient (i.e., different
sequences with different properties). There are two disadvan-
tages for the off-line ML mode: (1) the current sequence
cannot be trained; (2) the trained classifiers cannot be updated.
Generally, the advantages of off-line ML mode are the disad-
vantages of on-line ML mode, and vice versa. To the best of
our knowledge, the combination of off-line and on-line ML
modes for video coding has not been studied. In addition,
we know that one person’s remark to a candidate’s answer
is not always reliable. Thus, a multiple reviewers system was
developed to enhance the reliability and stability for evalua-
tion. In a multiple reviewers system [24], as shown in Fig. 6,
Reviewers A and B individually evaluate the same answer sub-
mitted by the candidate. If the difference between the scores
from Reviewers A and B is larger than a pre-defined threshold,
the ultimate score will be determined by a high level Reviewer
C. Otherwise, the candidate’s score will be the average value
of the scores from Reviewers A and B. In this case, it is fair

Fig. 8. Classifiers #1 and #2 training framework. (a) Classifiers #1 and #2
on-line training and predicting. (b) Classifiers #1 and #2 training in detail
(Note: Classifier #1 is required to be trained before Classifier #2).

for the candidate without extreme discrepancy because of the
limitation of individual reviewer. Generally, for a single weak
classifier, it has its own limitation because it may not be effi-
cient for all cases. Therefore, the combination of off-line and
on-line learning modes could be considered to make use of
their advantages.

Inspired by the multiple reviewers system, we combine the
off-line and on-line learning modes to improve the prediction
accuracy and enhance the prediction stability. Fig. 7 illustrates
the proposed decision system, the Reviewers A to C in Fig. 6
are replaced by Classifiers #0 to #2. Similar with the multiple
reviewers system, when the features of the current block are
extracted, Classifiers #0 and #1 will predict the CUs/PUs. If
they have the different prediction results, Classifier #2 will
be activated to predict the CUs/PUs; otherwise, the prediction
result will be output directly. The outputs of L and P represent
the class labels and its corresponding probabilities in Eqs.(2)
and (3). Here, the key point is how to train the Classifiers #0,
#1 and #2.

For Classifier #0 training, three sequences with different
contents and resolutions, BasketballPass (416×240), BQMall
(832×480) and Vidyo1 (1280×720), are selected and encoded
by the HEVC test model. During the encoding process, the
feature values are extracted and normalized. Also, the ground
truth labels (the CUs and PUs with the minimum RD cost) are
recorded. Then, these feature values of the collected samples
and the associated ground truth labels are employed to train
Classifier #0 by off-line learning mode.

Fig. 8 shows the framework of Classifiers #1 and #2 train-
ing. As shown in Fig. 8(a), the first Group of Pictures (GOP)
of the current sequence will be encoded by the HEVC test
model for sample collection to train Classifiers #1 and #2.
Then, the CU decision and PU selection in following frames
will be directly predicted. Also, Classifiers #1 and #2 will be
updated when it comes to scene change. The number of total
samples is denoted as N. These samples (features and ground
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truths) are averagely divided into two parts, i.e., Sample Set
A and Sample Set B. Sample Set A is used to train Classifier
#1, and Sample Set B is used to train Classifier #2.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), Classifier #0 is applied to predict
the CUs/PUs with Sample Set A, and the prediction results
are compared with ground truths, the prediction accuracy is
denoted as f0, f0 ∈ (0, 1). The number of samples M is
calculated as

M =
{

f0N, f0 < 0.5
(1 − f0)N, f0 ≥ 0.5.

(5)

According to the prediction of Classifier #0 for the Sample
Set A, M/2 samples with correct prediction, and M/2 samples
with incorrect prediction are collected, and the rule is defined
as Sample Selection A. Then, the collected M samples with
features and ground truths are utilized to train Classifier #1.

Then, Classifier #0 and Classifier #1 are applied to predict
the CUs/PUs of Sample Set B. If the two prediction results
are different, the current sample will be collected, and the rule
is defined as Sample Selection B. The collected samples will
be used to train Classifier #2. Then, the Classifiers #0, #1 and
#2 all have been achieved.

The algorithm of Classifiers #0, #1 and #2 training can be
summarized as follows:

Step 1: Several sequences with different resolutions, con-
tents, and motions are selected for training Classifier #0;

Step 2: For a current sequence, the frames of its first GOP
are utilized to collect the training data;

Step 3: The collected training data is averagely divided into
two parts, i.e., Sample Set A and Sample Set B;

Step 4: Classifier #0 is applied to predict CUs/PUs with
Sample Set A, and M is calculated by Eq.(5);

Step 5: According to the rule of Sample Selection A, M
samples are selected for Classifier #1 from Sample Set A,
then Classifier #1 is trained;

Step 6: Classifiers #0 and #1 are utilized to predict CUs/PUs
with Sample Set B;

Step 7: Training samples are collected based on the rule of
Sample Selection B, then Classifier #2 is trained.

It should be noted that when the prediction accuracy f0 is
0%, the value of M is 0, Classifier #1 will not be trained. Then
we pre-define that the prediction output of Classifier #1 is dif-
ferent from the prediction output of Classifier #0. Therefore,
the whole Sample Set B will be used to train Classifier #2. In
this condition, Classifier #0 and Classifier #1 are both invalid.
The system becomes an on-line ML mode. When the predic-
tion accuracy f0 is 100%, the value of M is 0, Classifier #1
will also not be trained. Then we pre-define that the predic-
tion output of Classifier #1 is as same as the prediction output
of Classifier #0. Therefore, there will be no sample for the
training of Classifier #2. In this condition, Classifier #1 and
Classifier #2 are both invalid. The system becomes an off-line
ML mode.

Based on the above discussion and analysis, in the proposed
system, there are three types of ML mode, i.e., Off-line ML
mode, On-line ML mode, and Off-on line ML mode. In order
to evaluate their individual performance, experiments under
different probability thresholds have been conducted. And the

TABLE III
PREDICTION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT ML MODES AND

PROBABILITY THRESHOLDS [UNIT: %]

Fig. 9. Framework of proposed CU decision and PU selection.

results are shown in Table III. In the CU and PU SKIP lev-
els, there are three and four binary classifiers, respectively,
while in the PU Multi-Class level, the number of multi-class
classifiers is four. The average prediction accuracy in different
levels is calculated. It should be noted that when the value of
probability threshold equals to 0.5 for the binary classifier, the
predication accuracy is the same as that of without probabil-
ity threshold controlling mechanism because of Eq.(4). From
this table, it can be found that: (1) the prediction accuracy
is increasing as the probability threshold increases; (2) off-on
line ML mode has the best prediction performance compared
with individual off-line ML mode or on-line ML mode.

F. Overall Algorithm

Fig. 9 shows the framework of the proposed method for
fast HEVC encoding. The system includes two general stages,
namely, training stage and predicting stage. Based on the
multiple reviewers system, this framework is more reliable
and stable when compared with individual off-line or on-line
ML mode.

At first, Classifier #0 is trained from different types of
sequences. When a new sequence is input into this system,
the switchers are switched to the training stage. Several frames
are encoded by the HEVC test model, while the corresponding
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Fig. 10. The relationship between probability threshold and TS. (a) CU Level. (b) PU SKIP Level. (c) PU Multi-Class Level.

Fig. 11. The relationship between probability threshold and BDPSNR. (a) CU Level. (b) PU SKIP Level. (c) PU Multi-Class Level.

features and ground truths are extracted. With Classifier #0,
the CUs/PUs are directly predicted and compared with ground
truths, and the prediction accuracy is calculated. According to
the prediction accuracy, the samples for Classifiers #1 and #2
are collected. Then, Classifiers #1 and #2 are trained.

After Classifiers #1 and #2 have been prepared, the switch-
ers are switched to the predicting stage. The following frames
of the current sequence will be encoded by the proposed
method to predict the CUs and PUs rather than the full RD
cost calculation. Classifiers #0, #1 and #2 will jointly predict
the CUs/PUs, and their prediction results will be voted.

The overall algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Classifier #0 is trained by off-line ML mode with

different sequences;
Step 2: The switches of training stage are activated, several

frames are utilized to collect the training data;
Step 3: Classifier #1 and Classifier #2 are trained by on-line

ML mode;
Step 4: The switches of predicting stage are activated,

the following frames of current sequence are encoded by the
predicted CUs/PUs rather than full RD cost calculation.

IV. OPTIMAL PARAMETERS DETERMINATION FOR

COMPLEXITY ALLOCATION

It has been pointed out by our previous work [21] that the
performance of a classifier is very sensitive to the probability
threshold θ . Because the probability threshold θ is utilized
to control the accepting rate, if all the predicted CUs/PUs
are rejected, the full RD cost calculation will be activated to

TABLE IV
FITTING PARAMETERS AND FITTING ACCURACY

achieve the CUs and PUs with the minimum RD csot and there
will be no complexity reduction; if all the predicted CUs/PUs
are accepted, the complexity reduction is the largest regardless
of the misclassification. Therefore, an appropriate probability
threshold is important for the proposed system to achieve the
trade-off between RD performance and complexity reduction.

In order to achieve the optimal probability threshold and
complexity allocation for CU and PU levels, three different
sequences, BasketballPass (416×240), BQMall (832×480),
and Vidyo1 (1280×720), are selected for experiments. Twenty
one frames of each sequence are encoded under different
probability thresholds. Four QPs, 22, 27, 32, and 37, are uti-
lized. The relationship between probability threshold and TS
(�T), and the relationship between probability threshold and
Bjøntegaard Delta Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (BDPSNR) [27]
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Here, TS is calculated as follow

�T = 1

4

4∑
i=1

Tc(QPi) − T�(QPi)

Tc(QPi)
, (6)
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED INDIVIDUAL ALGORITHM (LOW DELAY P MAIN, ON-LINE MODE) [UNIT:%/DB/%]

where Tc(QPi) and T�(QPi) are the coding time of the HEVC
test model and scheme � with QPi, here � indicates the
proposed method.

Since the binary classifiers are used in CU and PU SKIP
levels, the probability threshold θ ranges from 0.5 to 1.0.
While the PU Multi-Class level is a multi-class (three classes)
optimization algorithm, the probability threshold θ ranges
from 1/3 to 1.0. In Fig. 10, it can be found that the TS is
decreasing as the probability threshold θ increases for CU and
PU levels. And the maximum TS is about 60% for CU and
PU SKIP levels while the maximum TS is about 40% for PU
Multi-Class level. In addition, the fitting operation is applied.
The relationship can be represented as follow:

TS = aθb + c, (7)

where a, b and c are fitting parameters, θ is the probability
threshold.

In Fig. 11, the value of BDPSNR is increasing as the proba-
bility threshold θ increases. The minimum values of BDPSNR
are about -0.10dB, -0.03dB and -0.20dB for different levels.
The PU SKIP level has the smallest BDPSNR changing for
different probability thresholds while the PU Multi-Class level
has the largest BDPSNR changing. Similarly, the relationship
is also fitted by a linear mathematical equation as follow:

BDPSNR = dθ + e, (8)

where d and e are fitting parameters.
According to the above analysis, it can be found that there

are different performances for different levels. Then how to
combine these three levels is a challenge for achieving the
best RD performance and complexity reduction. We model
it as an optimization issue, maximizing the TS F while the
value G of BDPSNR should be larger than the pre-defined

threshold t0 :

max[F], s.t.G ≥ t0. (9)

Here, we use fi(θi) and gi(θi) to represent the function of TS
and BDPSNR with respect to the probability threshold θi at
level i. The numbers (1, 2 and 3) indicate the CU, PU SKIP
and PU Multi-Class levels, respectively. Therefore, Eqs.(7) and
(8) for three levels can be rewritten as

fi(θi) = aiθ
bi
i + ci, (i = 1, 2, 3), (10)

and

gi(θi) = diθi + ei, (i = 1, 2, 3). (11)

The fitting parameters and fitting accuracy are shown
in Table IV. Then, Eq.(9) can be represented by
Eqs.(10) and (11),

max

[
3∑

i=1

mifi(θi)

]
, s.t.

3∑
i=1

migi(θi) ≥ t0, (12)

where mi (i=1,2,3) is the weighted value, individually rep-
resenting the contribution to ultimate RD performance and
complexity reduction. To solve this issue, the Lagrange method
is introduced, λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The optimization
task is to maximize the function J,{

(θ1, θ2, θ3)
∗ = maxJ

J = ∑3
i=1 mifi(θi) + λ

(∑3
i=1 migi(θi) − t0

)
.

(13)

As a result, these optimal probability thresholds can be
achieved after solving Eq.(13). Here, they are shown as⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

θ1 =
(
− λd1

a1b1

) 1
b1−1

,

θ2 =
(
− λd2

a2b2

) 1
b2−1

,

θ3 =
(
− λd3

a3b3

) 1
b3−1

,∑3
i=1 mi(diθi + ei) = t0.

(14)
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG THREE ML MODES (LOW DELAY P MAIN) [UNIT:%/DB/%]

The optimal probability thresholds will be determined only
if these fitting parameters of ai, bi, ci, di and ei have been
determined.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, extensive experiments were conducted to
testify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The pro-
posed algorithm was implemented on the platform of HEVC
test model version HM 16.5 [28]. Twenty one test sequences
with various resolutions and properties, from Class A to
Class E [29], were utilized. They were encoded with four
QPs, 22, 27, 32 and 37 under Common Test Conditions
(CTC) [29] and three configurations, i.e., low delay P main,
low delay main and random access. Fast Encoder Decision
(FEN) and Fast Decision for Merge RD cost (FDM) were
enabled for HM 16.5. The proposed method focuses on the
inter frames, while the intra frames are not optimized and
they are encoded by the original HEVC test model. All the
experiments were performed on the computer equipped with
Intel Core (TM) i7-4790 CPU @3.60GHz, 8 GB memory,
Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit operating system. BDPSNR and
Bjøntegaard Delta Bit Rate (BDBR) [27] were used to evaluate
the RD performance of different schemes compared with the
HEVC test model (HM 16.5). Additionally, processing time of
encoding was recorded, which includes time of feature extrac-
tion, classifier training, and encoding. �T in Eq. (6) is also
calculated to measure the complexity reduction and � indi-
cates {Zhang TIP2015 [19], Correa CSVT2015 [18], Zupancic
TMM2016 [5], Jung CSVT2016 [6], Proposed}.

In this paper, the pre-defined threshold t0 is set as -0.100dB.
The frames of first GOP are utilized for training (on-line and
off-on line ML modes). The different ML modes for video
sequence are shown in Fig. 12. For off-line ML mode, all the
inter frames are optimized by classifiers from off-line training.
For on-line ML mode, the training inter frames are encoded by
fully checking without optimization and the following frames

Fig. 12. Three ML modes for video coding (off-line learning mode: classifiers
training before video coding, on-line learning mode: classifiers training during
video coding and off-on line learning mode: classifiers training before and
during video coding).

are optimized by classifiers from on-line training. For off-on
line ML mode, the training frames are optimized by Classifier
#0 with strict probability thresholds (θ1=0.875, θ2 = 0.875,
θ3 = 0.875) based on Table III and the following frames are
optimized by Classifiers #0, #1 and #2.

A. Performance of the Proposed Individual Algorithm

The RD performance and complexity reduction of CU and
PU levels are analyzed individually. The results are shown in
Table V. Due to the space limitation in the table, the names
of the sequences are represented by ID from a to u in short.
When only the CU level optimization algorithm is activated,
the average TS is 59.9% maintaining the values of BDBR and
BDPSNR as 2.658% and -0.067dB. When only the PU SKIP
level optimization algorithm is used, the average TS reaches
43.7% with the values of BDBR and BDPSNR as 1.467% and
-0.036dB. If only the PU Multi-Class level optimization algo-
rithm is activated, the average TS is 29.8% with the values
of BDBR and BDPSNR as 2.240% and -0.076dB. When the
CU and PU optimization algorithms are all utilized, the com-
plexity reduction reaches 65.9% with BDBR and BDPSNR as
3.895% and -0.092dB. Compared with three individual lev-
els, CU + PU only improves a little because of optimization
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Fig. 13. CU + PU prediction results. (a) BasketballPass (Ground Truth). (b) BasketballPass (Prediction). (c) BlowingBubbles (Ground Truth).
(d) BlowingBubbles (Prediction). (e) BQSqure (Ground Truth). (f) BQSquare (Prediction). (g) RaceHorses (Ground Truth). (h) RaceHorses (Prediction).

overlapping. CU level optimization has the largest contribu-
tion while PU Multi-Class level optimization has the smallest
contribution in terms of complexity reduction.

In addition, the results of predicted CUs and PUs are com-
pared with the ground truths, as shown in Fig. 13. The blocks
with blue boundary are correctly predicted while the blocks
with red boundary are the incorrectly predicted. Clearly, most
of the CUs and PUs are correctly predicted by the proposed
algorithm.

B. Performance Comparison Among Three ML Modes

Table VI reports the performance comparison between the
proposed off-on line ML mode and the traditional on-line
ML mode and off-line ML mode. For off-line ML mode and
off-on line ML mode, twenty one frames of each sequence,
BasketballPass (416×240), BQMall (832×480) and Vidyo1
(1280×720), are used to train Classifier #0 with four QPs,
22, 27, 32, and 37. Because the sequences of BasketballPass,
BQMall, and Vidyo1 are used for classifiers training, the
results of them are removed for fair comparison. For off-line
mode, the average complexity reduction reaches 60.5% with
BDBR and BDPSNR as 4.317% and -0.097dB. For on-line
mode, it achieves 65.3% TS on average, maintaining the val-
ues of BDBR and BDPSNR as 3.865% and -0.088dB. For
off-on line mode, the average TS is 68.3% with BDBR and
BDPSNR as 4.191% and -0.093dB.

Although the off-line ML mode has the similar RD per-
formance and complexity reduction when compared with the
on-line and off-on line ML modes, it has a high risk to
lead to a worse RD performance because of the difference
between the training sequences and the current sequence.
As a result, for the off-line ML mode, the RD performance
is the worst for Johnny (1280×720) and KristenAndSara
(1280×720) sequences. For the on-line ML mode, the clas-
sifiers are generated for the current sequence, however, it has
insufficient training data. Generally, the off-on line ML mode,
which is combined with three weak classifiers from off-line
and on-line training, has the best reliability and stability as

well as the multiple reviewers system, because it not only has
sufficient training data, but also can update the classifiers for
the current sequence.

C. Performance Comparison With Four State-of-the-Art
Fast Algorithms

Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is compared with the
state-of-the-art fast coding algorithms, Zhang TIP2015 [19],
Correa CSVT2015 [18], Zupancic TMM2016 [5] and Jung
CSVT2016 [6]. In Zhang TIP2015, the ML algorithm of SVM
is utilized to design a three output joint classifier. For Correa
CSVT2015, the decision tree algorithm is used to predict split-
ting flag. In the scheme of Zupancic TMM2016, it adaptively
checks the CUs in reverse from high depth to low depth, then
the information from four sub-CUs can be used to limit the
number of modes and speed up the ME process. For Jung
CSVT2016, the unnecessary modes are skipped according to
the statistical analysis from RD cost and bit cost. Therefore,
these mentioned four schemes are all typical for performance
comparison. Tables VII, VIII, and IX show the performance
comparison under low delay P main, low delay main and
random access configurations, respectively.

Under low delay P main configuration, Zhang TIP2015 can
reduce 48.3% complexity with BDPSNR as -0.039dB, the TS
is 49.6% on average and the value of BDPSNR is -0.150dB
for Correa CSVT2015, Zupancic TMM2016 can get 68.6% TS
with the value of BDPSNR as -0.121dB, and Jung CSVT2016
only reduces 32.1% complexity with BDPSNR as -0.039dB.
While the proposed method can achieve 68.3% complexity
reduction and maintain the value of BDPSNR as -0.093dB on
average. Similar results can be found under low delay main
and random assess configurations.

For Zhang TIP2015, the CU level optimization scheme
leads to a limited TS, meanwhile the off-line ML mode can-
not update the classifiers for the current sequence. However,
it achieves the best RD performance because of the trade-
off between RD performance and complexity reduction. The
scheme of Correa CSVT2015 also adopts the off-line ML
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TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS (LOW DELAY P MAIN) [UNIT:%/DB/%]

TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS (LOW DELAY MAIN) [UNIT:%/DB/%]

mode with decision tree algorithm, but the performance varies
from sequence to sequence since the prosperities between
training sequences and the current sequence are different. For
Zupancic TMM2016, the parameters of Early SKIP Detection
(ESD) setting, Early CU (ECU) setting, and CBF Fast Mode
(CFM) setting are all supposed to be enabled in the configura-
tions, which means that some of the contributions are not from
their own method. As for the scheme of Jung CSVT2016, the
large number of parameters may affect the trade-off between
RD performance and complexity reduction. While for the pro-
posed method, the learning scheme combines the advantages
of off-line and on-line ML modes for classifiers, making the
classifiers more stable and reliable, and the flexible com-
plexity is allocated to different levels with consideration of
the trade-off between RD performance and complexity reduc-
tion. Therefore, for different settings and configurations, the
proposed method can always get superior results than the

state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of complexity reduction
and RD performance.

Besides, comparative coding experiments on sequences
with scene change were also performed. To simulate scene
change in video, three new sequences were generated, i.e.,
CombSeq1 (416×240), CombSeq2 (832×480) and CombSeq3
(1280×720). CombSeq1 was generated by sequentially com-
bining BlowingBubbles (101 frames), RaceHorces (100
frames) and BQSquare (100 frames). There were 301 frames
in total. Similarly, CombSeq2 was generated from PartyScene,
BasketballDrill and BQMall and CombSeq3 was generated
from FourPeople, KristenAndSara and Vidyo1. These three
sequences were encoded with four QPs, 22, 27, 32, and
37 under CTC and low delay P main configuration. The
experimental results show that Zhang TIP2015 reduces 44.8%
complexity and its average BDPSNR is -0.047dB, Correa
CSVT2015 reduces 46.4% complexity on average and the
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TABLE IX
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART ALGORITHMS (RANDOM ACCESS) [UNIT:%/DB/%]

BDPSNR is -0.203dB, Zupancic TMM2016 achieves 67.9%
time saving and its BDPSNR is -0.126dB, Jung CSVT2016
only reduces 23.9% complexity and the average BDPSNR is
-0.046dB.

For the proposed scheme, if Classifiers #1 and #2 are only
trained from the first GOP, it can reduce 51.2% complex-
ity and the BDPSNR is -0.083dB. If Classifiers #1 and #2
are updated with a fixed period (120 frames), the proposed
scheme achieves 51.3% time saving and the BDPSNR is -
0.077dB, which is a little better than the first case. If we
have a scene change detection algorithm which can prop-
erly trigger classifier updating for the proposed scheme, i.e.,
Classifiers #1 and #2 are updated just after scene change, the
proposed scheme can achieve 52.1% complexity reduction and
the BDPSNR is -0.071dB on average, which is the best one
among the above mentioned schemes. According to the exper-
imental results, we can have the following three observations:
(1) In case of scene change, classifier is re-trained or updated
after scene change will have better performance than the peri-
odical classifier updating. The periodical classifier updating
will be better than the case without updating. (2) The coding
performances are very close for the three different cases, which
mean that the scene-change sequences can be well handled by
the proposed scheme with or even without classifier updating.
(3) Overall, the proposed scheme is efficient and outperforms
the state-of-the-art schemes in case of scene change.

D. Percentage of Time Spent on Off-On Line ML Mode

In addition, the time spent on every phase of off-
on line ML mode are compared, which are utilized
to illustrate the overhead of classifier training and fea-
ture extraction. Five sequences with different resolu-
tions, BasketballPass (416×240), BasketballDrill (832×480),
FourPeople (1280×720), BasketballDrive (1920×1080), and
Traffic (2560×1600), are used, and the results are shown in
Fig. 14. The time consumption of feature extraction is very

Fig. 14. Percentage of time spent on the off-on line ML mode.

small. It can be found that the percentage of time spent on
training ranges from 0.3% to 1.2%, which occupies a small
part in the entire video coding process. Also, the percentage of
time spent on training increases from BasketballPass to Traffic
sequences. The reason is that the resolutions of BasketballPass
to Traffic are changing from 416×240 to 2560×1600. The
sequences with larger resolution have more training samples
when the number of training frames is the same, which leads
to a slightly higher percentage of time consumption.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a binary and multi-class SVM based
fast HEVC encoding algorithm, in which a learning method
is taken into account for making full use of the advantages
of off-line and on-line ML modes for classifiers. Firstly, the
classification structures are utilized to represent the processes
of the recursive CU decision and PU selection. In the process
of optimization, CU level is implemented by binary classifiers
to predict splitting flag, and binary plus multi-class classifiers
are utilized in PU level. Then, based on a multiple reviewers
system, three weak classifiers (one from off-line training and
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two from on-line training) are combined as a strong classifier
to improve the prediction performance. At the same time, the
uncertain output can be derived from the designed SVM deci-
sion function to control the trade-off between RD performance
and encoding complexity. In addition, to effectively integrate
the CU and PU level optimization, flexible complexity allo-
cation algorithm is designed. Compared with separate on-line
or off-line mode and other benchmarks, the proposed scheme
outperforms them in terms of RD performance and complexity
reduction.
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